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Scoring the Multiple-Choice Questions
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these answer sheets are being hand scored prior to being scanned, the scorer must be careful not to
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Before scannable answer sheets are machine scored, several samples must be both machine and
manually scored to ensure the accuracy of the machine-scoring process. All discrepancies must be
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of the scored answer sheets must be scored manually to verify the accuracy of the machine-scoring
process.
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COMPREHENSIVE ENGLISH
Rating of Short-Constructed Responses and Essay
(1) In training raters to score student responses for each part of the examination, follow the procedures outlined below:
Introduction to the Tasks
• Raters read the task and summarize it.
• Raters read the passages (if applicable) and plan a response to the task.
• Raters share response plans and summarize expectations for student responses.
Introduction to the Rubric and Anchor Papers
• Trainer reviews rubric with reference to the task.
• Trainer reviews procedures for assigning holistic scores (i.e., by matching evidence from the response
to the language of the rubric and by weighing all qualities equally).
• Trainer leads review of each anchor paper and commentary. (Note: Anchor papers are ordered from
high to low within each score level.)
Practice Scoring Individually
• Raters score a set of five practice papers individually. Raters should score the five papers independently without looking at the scores provided after the five papers.
• Trainer records scores and leads discussion until raters feel comfortable enough to move on to actual
scoring. (Practice papers for Questions 26 and 27 contain scores and commentaries. Practice papers
for Question 28 only contain scores.)
(2) When actual rating begins, each rater should record his or her individual rating for a student’s shortconstructed responses and essay on the rating sheets provided, not directly on the student’s essay or
answer sheet. Do not correct the student’s work by making insertions or changes of any kind.
(3) The 2-credit short responses are to be rated by one qualified rater. Each essay must be rated by at least
two raters; a third rater will be necessary to resolve scores that differ by more than one point. The scoring coordinator will be responsible for coordinating the movement of papers, calculating a final
score for each student’s essay, and recording that information on the student’s answer paper.
Beginning in June 2011, schools are no longer permitted to rescore any of the open-ended
questions on any Regents Exam after each question has been rated the required number of times
as specified in the rating guide, regardless of the final exam score. Schools are required to ensure
that the raw scores have been added correctly and that the resulting scale score has been
determined accurately.
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Question 26
(used for 2-credit responses that refer to two texts)
Score Point 2
• presents a well-developed paragraph
• demonstrates a basic understanding of the texts
• establishes an appropriate controlling idea
• supports the controlling idea with clear and appropriate details from both texts
• uses language that is appropriate
• may exhibit errors in conventions that do not hinder comprehension
Score Point 1
• has a controlling idea
or
• implies a controlling idea
or
• has an unclear controlling idea
AND
• supports the controlling idea with partial and/or overly general information from the texts
• uses language that may be imprecise or inappropriate
• exhibits errors in conventions that may hinder comprehension
Score Point 0
• is off topic, incoherent, a copy of the task/texts, or blank
• demonstrates no understanding of the task/texts
• is a personal response
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Anchor Paper – Question 26 – Level 2 – A

Anchor Level 2–A
The response presents a well-developed paragraph, demonstrating a basic understanding of the texts. An appropriate controlling idea
(parting can be emotional for family members but a child’s leaving home is for the better) is supported with clear and appropriate
details from both texts (Although his mother is sad … she is happy for her son’s good fortunes and The speaker still views his girl as a
young child … but he also realizes that it is time for her to leave). Language use is appropriate, and errors in conventions (But on,
reminesce, the better and they) do not hinder comprehension.
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Anchor Paper – Question 26 – Level 2 – B

Anchor Level 2–B
The response presents a well-developed paragraph, demonstrating a basic understanding of the texts. An appropriate controlling idea
(When the time comes in a person’s life that they must part from someone close from them, it is a difficult and emotional task) is
supported with clear and appropriate details from both texts (As his mother cries, she smiles and nods in acceptance of him leaving and
By the end of the poem he has accepted that she must take the chosen path). Language use is appropriate, and errors in conventions
(narrators parents; contained, and; poem he) do not hinder comprehension.
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Anchor Paper – Question 26 – Level 1 – A

Anchor Level 1–A
The response has a controlling idea (it is hard to depart or leave something or someone you love and In a way it can be positive),
supported by partial and overly general information from the texts (In passage 1 the narrator is excited to get accepted but feels sorrow
when … leaving and In the poem the speake says … they are seperating). Language use is appropriate, and errors in conventions
(obviouse; passages I; positive, because) do not hinder comprehension.
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Anchor Paper – Question 26 – Level 1 – B

Anchor Level 1–B
The response has a controlling idea (parting is sad), supported with overly general information from the texts (The son is leaving his
family in passage 1. In passage 2 the father is leaving his daughter). Language use is appropriate, and errors in conventions
(passage 1. He feels) do not hinder comprehension.
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Anchor Paper – Question 26 – Level 0

Anchor Level 0
The response is incoherent. There is no reference to either text.
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Question 26 – Practice Paper A
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Question 26 – Practice Paper B
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Question 26 – Practice Paper C
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Question 26 – Practice Paper D
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Question 26 – Practice Paper E
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QUESTION 26
PRACTICE SET ANNOTATIONS
Practice Paper A — Score Level 2
The response presents a well-developed paragraph, demonstrating a basic understanding of the texts. An appropriate controlling idea
(Parting ways from family is both a difficult, and necessary event in the lives of all children and parents) is supported with clear and
appropriate details from both texts (While he understands that this seperation will end the cycle of poverty and illiteracy in his family,
he begins to miss them as he says goodbye and The mother … says that although she is sad, and “momently overcome” she will accept
her daughters need to advance). Language use is appropriate, and errors in conventions (difficult, and; ways, however; seperation;
mothers perspective) do not hinder comprehension.

Practice Paper B — Score Level 0
The response is a personal response. There is no reference to either text.

Practice Paper C — Score Level 1
The response has a controlling idea (the authors are talking about going away to college), supported with partial and overly general
information from the texts (The parents are excepting the fact that there chld is moving on and they are happy). Language use is
imprecise (excepting and there), and errors in conventions (Well in, two passage, upset they) do not hinder comprehension.

Practice Paper D — Score Level 2
The response presents a well-developed paragraph, demonstrating a basic understanding of the texts. An appropriate controlling idea
(Though a child leaving can be difficult … it is worth it when it benefits all, or even just the one leaving) is supported with clear and
appropriate details from both texts (though his mother is sad to see them leave, she understands it will be to make all of their lives
better and her father … understands that even though it “destroys [him] momently” to see her go, it will be worth it when she gains
“[her] being and intelligence”). Language use is appropriate, and errors in conventions (child leaving and their family is) do not hinder
comprehension.

Practice Paper E — Score Level 1
The response has a controlling idea (Parting is one of those things that no one wants to do, but you have to), supported with partial and
overly general information from the texts (In passage 1, the family has to part with their sons and In passage 2, the father … accepts
the parting with his daughter). Language use is appropriate, and errors in conventions (hard but) do not hinder comprehension.
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Question 27
(used for 2-credit responses that refer only to one text)
Score Point 2
• presents a well-developed paragraph
• provides an appropriate explanation of the literary element or technique chosen
• supports the explanation with clear and appropriate evidence from the text
• uses language that is appropriate
• may exhibit errors in conventions that do not hinder comprehension
Score Point 1
• provides an explanation of the literary element or technique
or
• implies an explanation of the literary element or technique
or
• has an unclear explanation of the literary element or technique
AND
• supports the explanation with partial and/or overly general information from the text
• uses language that may be imprecise or inappropriate
• exhibits errors in conventions that may hinder comprehension
Score Point 0
• is off topic, incoherent, a copy of the task/text, or blank
• demonstrates no understanding of the task/text
• is a personal response
Note: Since the question specifies choosing one of the authors, if the student responds using both passages,
score the portion of the response that would give the student the higher score.
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Anchor Paper – Question 27 – Level 2 – A

Anchor Level 2–A
The response presents a well-developed paragraph that provides an appropriate explanation of symbolism in Passage II (His use of
symbolism allows him to emphasize key ideas and connect events), supported with clear and appropriate evidence from the text (The
airport … also serves as a symbol of an impasse, an area where people are constantly coming and going and The daughter exhibits
many of the same traits as her father). Language use is appropriate, and errors in conventions (airport which … poem also and poem,
the) do not hinder comprehension.
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Anchor Paper – Question 27 – Level 2 – B

Anchor Level 2–B
The response presents a well-developed paragraph that provides an appropriate explanation of characterization in
Passage I (The author’s use of characterization in describing their emotional hardness amplified the effect). Language use is
appropriate, and errors in conventions (During, institute of language’s english, him being) do not hinder comprehension.
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Anchor Paper – Question 27 – Level 1 – A

Anchor Level 1–A
The response implies an explanation of point of view in Passage I (In the first passage the auther is telling a story from his point of
view), supported with partial information from the text (how hard life was for the family and two sons got accepted to the best schools).
Language use is imprecise (The man and dad were very upset when They were leaving because it felt like part of them were leaving),
and errors in conventions (up but, acepted, delt) do not hinder comprehension.
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Anchor Paper – Question 27 – Level 1 – B

Anchor Level 1–B
The response implies an explanation of characterization in Passage I, supported with partial information from the text (character really
cared, and wanted To protect his daughter). Language use is imprecise (author … use emotions and show had that), and errors in
conventions (go The and life he) do not hinder comprehension.
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Anchor Paper – Question 27 – Level 0

Anchor Level 0
The response is a personal response. There is no reference to either text.
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Question 27 – Practice Paper A
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Question 27 – Practice Paper B
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Question 27 – Practice Paper C
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Question 27 – Practice Paper D
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Question 27 – Practice Paper E
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QUESTION 27
PRACTICE SET ANNOTATIONS
Practice Paper A— Score Level 2
The response presents a well-developed paragraph that provides an appropriate explanation of point of view in Passage II (utilizes the
point of view of the narrator to get the story and his feelings across), supported with clear and appropriate evidence from the text (he
still sees her as a fragile child and the father is scared to lose his place in his daughter’s life). Language use is appropriate, and errors
in conventions (At the San Francisco Airport and says “I am) do not hinder comprehension.

Practice Paper B — Score Level 1
The response provides an explanation of the literary element of point of view in Passage II (Point of view is shown … Becuse it is The
father talking about How He Feels), supported with partial information from the text (Child Leaveing and grow-up And move on with
Thair Life). Language use is imprecise (He Has Seen his Child grow into a grow-up And knows that it Deseves), and errors in
conventions (Becuse, vary, His Child … Thay) do not hinder comprehension.

Practice Paper C — Score Level 0
The response demonstrates no understanding of the text. Although symbolism and figurative language are mentioned, there is no
specific reference to either text.

Practice Paper D — Score Level 1
The response has an unclear explanation of point of view in Passage I (Point of View … was used to fully inflict the maximum damage
to show how happy the parents are to their son), supported with partial information from the text (“She cried but a smile shone … “She
pulled me once more … then gentely pushed me away” and when he departs for college). Language use is imprecise (an he used PoV
to show the critical awarness how happy she is for him), and errors in conventions (On the first passage, gentely, expierence, an he
used) do not hinder comprehension.

Practice Paper E — Score Level 2
The response presents a well-developed paragraph that provides an appropriate explanation of juxtaposition in Passage II (It is a
juxtaposition because he uses light and dark words within the same sentances), supported with clear and appropriate evidence from the
text (He begins by saying ‘light,’ and then compares it to the “night” outside). Language use is appropriate, and errors in conventions
(authors constant, planse sits, sentances; such, on which) do not hinder comprehension.
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-develop some ideas
more fully than others,
with reference to specific
and relevant evidence
and appropriate literary
elements from both texts

-maintain a clear and
appropriate focus
-exhibit a logical
sequence of ideas but
may lack internal
consistency

-use appropriate
language, with some
awareness of audience
and purpose
-occasionally make
effective use of sentence
structure or length

-demonstrate partial
control, exhibiting
occasional errors that do
not hinder
comprehension

-develop ideas clearly
and consistently, with
reference to relevant and
specific evidence and
appropriate literary
elements from both texts

-maintain the focus
established by the critical
lens
-exhibit a logical
sequence of ideas
through use of
appropriate devices and
transitions

-use language that is
fluent and original, with
evident awareness of
audience and purpose
-vary structure and
length of sentences to
control rhythm and
pacing

-demonstrate control of
the conventions,
exhibiting occasional
errors only when using
sophisticated language

-develop ideas clearly
and fully, making
effective use of a wide
range of relevant and
specific evidence and
appropriate literary
elements from both texts

-maintain the focus
established by the critical
lens
-exhibit a logical and
coherent structure
through skillful use of
appropriate devices and
transitions

-are stylistically
sophisticated, using
language that is precise
and engaging, with a
notable sense of voice
and awareness of
audience and purpose
-vary structure and
length of sentences to
enhance meaning

-demonstrate control of
the conventions with
essentially no errors,
even with sophisticated
language

Development: the
extent to which ideas
are elaborated using
specific and relevant
evidence from the
text(s)

Organization: the
extent to which the
response exhibits
direction, shape, and
coherence

Language Use: the
extent to which the
response reveals an
awareness of audience
and purpose through
effective use of words,
sentence structure,
and sentence variety

Conventions: the
extent to which the
response exhibits
conventional spelling,
punctuation,
paragraphing,
capitalization,
grammar, and usage

-demonstrate emerging
control, exhibiting
occasional errors that
hinder comprehension

-rely on basic
vocabulary, with little
awareness of audience
or purpose
-exhibit some attempt to
vary sentence structure
or length for effect, but
with uneven success

-establish, but fail to
maintain, an appropriate
focus
- exhibit a rudimentary
structure but may
include some
inconsistencies or
irrelevancies

-develop ideas briefly,
using some evidence
from the text
-may rely primarily on
plot summary

-provide a simple
interpretation of the
"critical lens" that
suggests some criteria
for analysis
-make superficial
connections between the
criteria and the chosen
texts

3
Responses at this
level:

-demonstrate a lack of
control, exhibiting
frequent errors that make
comprehension difficult

-use language that is
imprecise or unsuitable
for the audience or
purpose
-reveal little awareness
of how to use sentences
to achieve an effect

-lack an appropriate
focus but suggest some
organization, or suggest
a focus but lack
organization

-are incomplete or
largely undeveloped,
hinting at ideas, but
references to the text are
vague, irrelevant,
repetitive, or unjustified

-provide a confused or
incomplete interpretation
of the "critical lens"
-may allude to the
"critical lens" but do not
use it to analyze the
chosen texts

2
Responses at this
level:

• If the student addresses only one text, the response can be scored no higher than a 3.
• If the student writes only a personal response and makes no reference to the text(s), the response can be scored no higher than a 1.
• Responses totally unrelated to the topic, illegible, incoherent, or blank should be given a 0.
• A response totally copied from the text(s) with no original student writing should be scored a 0.

-provide a reasonable
interpretation of the
"critical lens" that
establishes the criteria
for analysis
-make implicit
connections between
criteria and the chosen
texts

-provide a thoughtful
interpretation of the
"critical lens" that clearly
establishes the criteria
for analysis
-use the criteria to make
a clear and reasoned
analysis of the chosen
texts

-provide an interpretation
of the "critical lens" that
is faithful to the
complexity of the
statement and clearly
establishes the criteria
for analysis
-use the criteria to make
insightful analysis of the
chosen texts

Meaning: the extent to
which the response
exhibits sound
understanding,
interpretation, and
analysis of the task
and text(s)

4
Responses at this
level:

5
Responses at this
level:

6
Responses at this
level:

QUALITY

SESSION TWO PART B SCORING RUBRIC
READING AND
CRITICAL
ANALYSIS
QUESTION
28 – WRITING
SCORINGFOR
RUBRIC
– CRITICAL
LENS

-are minimal, making
assessment of
conventions unreliable
-may be illegible or not
recognizable as English

-are minimal
-use language that is
incoherent or
inappropriate

-show no focus or
organization

-are minimal, with no
evidence of development

-do not refer to the
"critical lens"
-reflect minimal or no
analysis of the chosen
texts

1
Responses at this
level:

Anchor Paper – Question 28 – Level 6 – A
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Anchor Paper – Question 28 – Level 6 – A
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Anchor Paper – Question 28 – Level 6 – A
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Anchor Level 6 – A
Quality
The response:
Meaning

Development

Organization

Language Use

Conventions

Commentary

Provides an interpretation of the critical lens that is faithful to the complexity of the statement and
clearly establishes the criteria for analysis (nothing in this world can be achieved without giving up
something in exchange). The response uses the criteria to make insightful analysis of Morrison’s The
Bluest Eye and Fitzgerald’s The Great Gatsby (Rather than literally giving up a possession in
exchange for their dreams, the characters in these novels give up a part of themselves).
Develops ideas clearly and fully, making effective use of a wide range of relevant and specific
evidence to support a discussion of Pecola’s dream in The Bluest Eye (Due to the daily trauma
Pecola faces from racism, unstable homelife, and self-hatred, she seeks to change herself) and of
Gatsby’s dream in The Great Gatsby (By centering his own life around his desire for the beautiful,
rich Daisy Buchanan, Gatsby slowly loses his own ability to function in society). The response also
integrates references to theme (This logic is a prominent theme), conflict (Through the internal
struggles and suffering of their characters), and foreshadowing (This scene foreshadows the
inevitable end for Percola) into the discussion.
Maintains the focus established by the critical lens on the steep price a person must sometimes pay to
achieve a personal dream. The response exhibits a logical and coherent structure, first introducing
the concept of pursuing one’s dream, then for each work explaining the dream of the character and
the inability of the character to attain the dream, following with a revelation of the consequences of
such failure (Pecola finally obtains peace … by losing herself to her demented mind and Gatsby …
ultimately loses his own individuality and ruins his life), and ending with a conclusion that refocuses
on the critical lens. Transitions are skillfully used (From economic principles … to the religious
principles, Strongly supportive of this ideology, The one way).
Is stylistically sophisticated, using language that is precise and engaging (Through his persistence in
trying to attain the unattainable [Daisy’s love], he literally brings about his own demise), with a
notable sense of voice and awareness of audience and purpose (The price exacted, unfortunately,
may be the loss of ourselves). The response varies structure and length of sentences to enhance
meaning (When prayer doesn’t work, she turns to disconnecting herself from her trauma).
Demonstrates control of the conventions with essentially no errors, even with sophisticated language.

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 6 in all qualities.
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Anchor Paper – Question 28 – Level 6 – B
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Anchor Paper – Question 28 – Level 6 – B
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Anchor Paper – Question 28 – Level 6 – B

Anchor Level 6 – B
Quality
The response:
Meaning

Development

Organization

Language Use

Conventions

Commentary

Provides an interpretation of the critical lens that is faithful to the complexity of the statement and
clearly establishes the criteria for analysis (Essentially, any reward one receives or hasty decision
one makes comes at a cost). The response uses the criteria to make insightful analysis of Beloved
(His good deed came at the cost of years worth of labor-intensive activities) and Oedipus Tyrannus
(His decision made in haste to kill Laius, brings about his downfall).
Develops ideas clearly and fully, making effective use of a wide range of relevant and specific
evidence to show how characters had to “pay a price” for their actions. The literary elements of
setting (This setting serves to reveal the hardships that slaves Halle and Sethe endure) and
characterization (Morrison characterizes Sethe as selfless and nurturing and Oedipus is
characterized as a smart man who cares for the city of Thebes and who thought he was invincible)
are incorporated into the discussion.
Maintains the focus established by the critical lens on the consequences that ensued as a result of
characters’ actions. The response exhibits a logical and coherent structure, introducing the characters
for each work (Halle and Sethe and a character named Oedipus), then reviewing the cost of each
character’s action (Halle … had to exert hundreds of hours of grueling effort and flee the city), and
concluding with a refocus on the price each paid. Transitions are skillfully used (Through various
life experiences, Following horrific treatment, While many … not all).
Is stylistically sophisticated, using language that is precise and engaging (recount the horrors of
bondage, unearths the consequences, Consumed with hubris), with a notable sense of voice and
awareness of audience and purpose (Though Sethe’s act was done out of unconditional love, she still
faced the repercussions). The response varies structure and length of sentences to enhance meaning
(This schoolteacher is brutal and sadistic).
Demonstrates control of the conventions, exhibiting occasional errors in punctuation (Mr. Garner,
however dies; eyes, and exiles; Laius, brings).

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 6, although it is somewhat weaker in
conventions.
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Anchor Paper – Question 28 – Level 5 – A
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Anchor Paper – Question 28 – Level 5 – A
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Anchor Level 5 – A
Quality
The response:
Meaning

Development

Organization

Language Use

Conventions

Commentary

Provides an interpretation of the critical lens that is faithful to the complexity of the statement and
clearly establishes the criteria for analysis (one’s choices and actions always have results that can
come back and affect the outcome of one’s life). The response uses the criteria to make an insightful
analysis of The Great Gatsby (She pays a price for status and wealth, taking more than she
deserved) and The Namesake (Gogol pays the price for being ashamed of his family and culture).
Develops ideas clearly and consistently, with reference to relevant and specific evidence in The
Great Gatsby (Daisy loses the man she truly loves for a lifestyle that will soon fade) and
The Namesake (The father who truly loved him is dead and Gogol will never be able to form a
relationship with him). The response integrates references to characterization (vices that are more
important to her than love) and theme (the theme that every decision has its consequences) in The
Great Gatsby and setting (an Indian named Gogol living in America) in The Namesake into the
discussion.
Maintains the focus established by the critical lens on the idea that one must face the results of their
choices and actions. The response exhibits a logical sequence of ideas, first establishing the idea of
facing consequences for wrongful actions, then presenting the actions and consequences faced by
characters in each work, followed by a summary conclusion and a direct appeal to the reader.
Appropriate transitions are used (This statement suggests and As the years go by).
Uses language that is fluent and original (This reunion reignites old flames and Jay … wins Daisy
back, despite the fact she has married into “high society”), with evident awareness of audience and
purpose (This should be a reminder to us). The response varies structure and length of sentences to
control rhythm and pacing (Her cowardliness, leading her to choose security over love, eventually
leads to Gatsby’s downfall).
Demonstrates control of the conventions, exhibiting occasional errors in spelling (obscessed and
apreciated) and punctuation (lifestyle but).

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 5, although it is somewhat stronger in
meaning.
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Anchor Paper – Question 28 – Level 5 – B
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Anchor Paper – Question 28 – Level 5 – B
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Anchor Level 5 – B
Quality
The response:
Meaning

Development

Organization

Language Use

Conventions

Commentary

Provides a thoughtful interpretation of the critical lens that clearly establishes the criteria for analysis
(This means that all of our actions have consequences, and all of our actions have a reaction). The
response uses the criteria to make a clear and reasoned analysis of The Scarlet Letter (Dimmesdale
… payed the ultimate price with his life) and Of Mice and Men (making the price George must pay
for Lenny’s actions that much greater).
Develops ideas clearly and consistently, with reference to relevant and specific evidence from The
Scarlet Letter (Dimmesale is driven mad, and internally tourtured for the guilt he feels) and Of Mice
and Men (George … ends up killing him, before the mob can get to him). The response integrates
references to setting (Puritan community, where … punishments are severe and great depression,
when there was a scarcity of everything) and characterization (Dimmesdale feels so guilty and
George is his friend who takes care of him) to elaborate on the discussion of consequences.
Maintains the focus established by the critical lens (every action we make has a reaction). The
response exhibits a logical sequence of ideas, first interpreting the critical lens, then presenting
situations faced by characters in each work and consequences they faced as a result, and concluding
with a return to the lens and its interpretation. Coherence is strengthened through the appropriate use
of transitions (Even though Dimmesdale did not publicly pay and This is true).
Uses language that is fluent and original, with evident awareness of audience and purpose (where
the people are supposedly pious, and the punishments and The feeling of desperation hangs over the
book). The response varies structure and length of sentences to control rhythm and pacing (Hester’s
lover, Arthur Dimmesdale, also takes part in this act of adultry, but he faces punishment, and pays
his price, in a different way).
Demonstrates control of the conventions, exhibiting occasional errors in spelling (adultry and
tourtured), punctuation (Letter, and and greater. Especially), and capitalization (great depression).

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 5 in all qualities.
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Anchor Paper – Question 28 – Level 5 – C
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Anchor Paper – Question 28 – Level 5 – C
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Anchor Paper – Question 28 – Level 5 – C
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Anchor Paper – Question 28 – Level 5 – C

Anchor Level 5 – C
Quality
The response:
Meaning

Development

Organization

Language Use

Conventions

Commentary

Provides a thoughtful interpretation of the critical lens that clearly establishes the criteria for analysis
(Every action taken causes a response, no matter how insignificant it may seem). The response uses
the criteria to make a clear and reasoned analysis of Macbeth (Macbeth … shows exactly how much a
person can pay for taking what they want from the world) and The Great Gatsby that also shows the
effects of going after what a person desires.
Develops ideas clearly and consistently, with reference to relevant and specific evidence from both
texts (Lady Macbeth is further characterized at the end of the work when she is sleepwalking and
working fruitlessly to wash a spot off her hands and Jay Gatsby, a once poor soldier … meets Daisy
before he goes to Europe). The response integrates references to irony (which is ironic because and
ironically robs Gasby), to illustrate the consequences faced by each character, and theme (The
themes and motif’s … show how much of a price the murder had on Macbeth and Lady Macbeth’s
sanity and Romanticising the past is a major theme).
Maintains the focus established by the critical lens on the idea that money and power did not buy
them happiness … only more desires and problems. The response exhibits a logical sequence of
ideas, moving from an interpretation of and agreement with the lens to a discussion of how the
themes in each work reflect the price characters paid for choices they made, and concluding with a
summation. Coherence is strengthened through the use of appropriate transitions (particularly in the
case, When he returns, Both … clearly prove).
Uses language that is fluent and original (he becomes entwined within the drama of Gatsby, the
Buchanons, and the Wilsons and sees how wealth affected their lives), with evident awareness of
audience and purpose (It is well known that for every action, there is a reaction). The response varies
structure and length of sentences to control rhythm and pacing (In the end, he sees that he must move
forward in his life and move back west, but Gatsby, his foil, never sees this and remains living in his
backwards life looking towards the past).
Demonstrates partial control, exhibiting occasional errors in spelling (trone, plaigued, persuit),
punctuation (both character’s sleeping patterns and happiness, quite), and grammar (underlied and
money and power … it) that do not hinder comprehension.

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 5, although it is somewhat weaker in
conventions.
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Anchor Paper – Question 28 – Level 4 – A
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Anchor Paper – Question 28 – Level 4 – A

Anchor Level 4 – A
Quality
The response:
Meaning

Development

Organization

Language Use
Conventions

Commentary

Provides a thoughtful interpretation of the critical lens that clearly establishes the criteria for analysis
(I believe people can approach life in many ways, but every decision we make to obtain something
can change our lives). The response uses the criteria to make a clear and reasoned analysis of
Macbeth (This decision would change his life forever) and Lord of the Flies (When Jack turns on
Ralph … he made that choice).
Develops some ideas more fully than others. The response uses specific and relevant details from the
text to describe Macbeth’s decision to take the throne by murdering King Duncan and incorporating
resultant elements of Macbeth’s character change into the discussion (he could not live with himself,
was haunted by ghosts, ended up killing those who were closest to him). The discussion of Lord of
the Flies is less specifically developed, relying more on generalized statements of plot.
Maintains a clear and appropriate focus on the idea that what you get in life is based on choices you
make). The response exhibits a logical sequence of ideas, first interpreting the lens, then presenting
information to show how characters within each work are affected by their decisions, and ending
with a reiteration of the lens. Internal consistency is weakened in paragraph 2, by an abrupt shift
from a discussion of character to a single statement about theme, and then a return to the previous
discussion of character.
Uses appropriate language, with some awareness of audience and purpose (This book supports
Montgomery’s quote because these boys paid a price). The response occasionally makes effective
use of sentence structure and length (Macbeth is given information that one day he will be king).
Demonstrates partial control, exhibiting occasional errors in spelling (Shakespere, civilised, dieing)
and punctuation (said “We; ghosts, and ended up; becomes savage he) that do not hinder
comprehension.

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 4, although it is somewhat stronger in
meaning.
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Anchor Paper – Question 28 – Level 4 – B
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Anchor Paper – Question 28 – Level 4 – B

Anchor Level 4 – B
Quality
The response:
Meaning

Development

Organization

Language Use

Conventions

Commentary

Provides a reasonable interpretation of the critical lens that establishes the criteria for analysis
(nothing is ever given to us in our world. We have to work for what we get). The response makes
implicit connections between the criteria and “The Necklace” (She thought the necklace she
borrowed was real, so to replace it, she had to spend the rest of her life paying it back) and
superficial connections to The Color of Water (a boy … works hard to make something of himself).
Develops some ideas more fully than others. The response uses specific and relevant details from
The Color of Water to characterize McBride and his hardships in life (one of eleven brothers and
sisters, racial differences caused him difficulties, family is extremely poor). Discussion of “The
Necklace” is less specifically developed, relying more on plot summary.
Maintains a clear and appropriate focus on the concept that nothing is just given to you. The
response exhibits a logical sequence of ideas beginning with an interpretation of the lens, followed
by supporting information from each work, and ending with a summary conclusion. Internal
consistency is weakened by an unconnected statement in paragraph 3 (she was very greedy) and the
presentation of several loosely related ideas in paragraph 5.
Uses appropriate language (This concept can be applied to two works of literature) that is
sometimes repetitive (pay the price, paying it back, pay the price for what she took), with some
awareness of audience and purpose (nothing good is ever just handed to you). The response
occasionally makes effective use of sentence length (You have to work for it).
Demonstrates partial control, exhibiting occasional errors in punctuation (she took, she was; family
and; hard times, but) and usage (He had to learn to work for what he gets and Their family is … but
his mom seemed) that do not hinder comprehension.

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 4 in all qualities.
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Anchor Paper – Question 28 – Level 4 – C
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Anchor Paper – Question 28 – Level 4 – C

Anchor Level 4 – C
Quality
The response:
Meaning

Development

Organization

Language Use

Conventions

Commentary

Provides a reasonable interpretation of the critical lens that establishes the criteria for analysis (When
faced with desire these characters loose sight in all other things). The response makes implicit
connections between the criteria and The Great Gatsby (Everything he had done for her was wasted,
now it had been lost) and Macbeth (Macbeth has his own life taken away at his own cost to seek
power).
Develops some ideas more fully than others, with reference to specific and relevant evidence from
The Great Gatsby, using plot details to discuss Gatsby’s efforts to win Daisy (Jay and Daisy had
been very close, Daisy has a new partner, He set up dates … to win her over). The discussion of
Macbeth is less specifically developed, relying on plot summary.
Maintains a clear and appropriate focus on the idea that in order to recieve something, you must pay
a price. The response exhibits a logical sequence of ideas, moving from the introduction of both
works, to the presentation of characters who pay for their desires, and ending with a reiteration of the
lens. Internal consistency is weakened in the opening paragraph, by introducing, but not addressing,
the use of symbols in the discussion.
Uses appropriate language (Jay Gatsby had encountered a close friend and to seek the crown and
become king) that is sometimes inexact (served with different sacrifices, the cross paths, to far
away), with some awareness of audience and purpose (These novels both express the quote). The
response occasionally makes effective use of sentence structure and length (Macbeth and Jay Gatsby
pay a price for their own desire’s).
Demonstrates emerging control, exhibiting occasional errors in spelling (recieve, joing, suprise),
punctuation (include; The, that desire Jay, progresses Jay), grammar (whom considered, story by the
name of Daisy, their life), and usage (to most novels) that hinder comprehension.

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 4, although it is somewhat weaker in
conventions.
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Anchor Paper – Question 28 – Level 3 – A
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Anchor Paper – Question 28 – Level 3 – A

Anchor Level 3 – A
Quality
The response:
Meaning

Development

Organization
Language Use

Conventions

Commentary

Provides a simple interpretation of the critical lens by agreeing with it (This is true because this can
be seen in Romeo and Juliet, as well Hamlet). The response makes superficial connections between
the criteria and Romeo and Juliet (This quote comes into effect right after the climax which was the
wedding) and Hamlet (When Hamlet found out what happened he wanted revenge which shows how
the quote comes in).
Develops ideas briefly, using some evidence from Romeo and Juliet (a play that held the story of
families feuding and Romeo a Montague falls in love with Juliet a Capulet) and from Hamlet (This
story has to do with a man who has killed his brother to become king and now his nephew hamlet is
enraged). The response relies primarily on plot summary and on general statements which are not
supported (because them getting married caused death and secrets).
Establishes an appropriate focus on the application of the quote to the chosen texts (In the end both
works of literature portrayed this quote very well). The response exhibits a rudimentary structure
with an introduction, a separate paragraph for each work, and a one-sentence conclusion.
Uses appropriate language (this quote goes perfectly with these two tragedies) that is sometimes
unsuitable for the audience and purpose (This statement screams Hamlet and the quote comes in).
The response occasionally makes effective use of sentence structure and length (Romeo and Juliet
was a story that was filled with lessons but not many were as pronounced as this statement).
Demonstrates partial control, exhibiting occasional errors in punctuation (said “we; themes, this;
lessons but) and grammar (this cause, because them getting, both works … had an outcome) that do
not hinder comprehension.

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 3, although it is somewhat stronger in
language use and conventions.
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Anchor Paper – Question 28 – Level 3 – B
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Anchor Paper – Question 28 – Level 3 – B

Anchor Level 3 – B
Quality
The response:
Meaning

Development
Organization
Language Use

Conventions

Commentary

Provides a simple interpretation of the critical lens that suggests some criteria for analysis (This
mean that we make sacrafices for everthing that we do in this world). The response makes
superficial connections between the criteria and The Outsiders (Some of the sacrafices done by
ponyboy and Johnny was killing the opisut gang member). The critical lens is not used to analyze
The Great Gatsby.
Develops ideas briefly, using some evidence from The Outsiders (Johnny killed him because he was
killing his friend ponyboy and he sacraficed his life for ponyboy). The response relies on a brief plot
summary for The Great Gatsby.
Establishes an appropriate focus on sacrifices. The response exhibits a rudimentary structure, first
defining and agreeing with the quote, then addressing the sacrifices made by Ponyboy and Johnny,
followed by a synopsis of Gatsby’s pursuit of Daisy, and concluding with a reiteration of the quote.
Relies on basic vocabulary (They end up, cops cant find, a bunch of school kids) that is sometimes
imprecise (explained two pieces of work and the following pieces), with little awareness of audience
or purpose. The response exhibits some attempt to vary sentence structure and length for effect, but
with uneven success (The husband of that woman wants revenge and Gastby ended getting blamed
then killed for the woman he loved).
Demonstrates emerging control, exhibiting occasional errors in spelling (Gastby, opisate, diffent),
punctuation (Hinton, and; run away they; back but), and grammar (This mean, main character …
have, Some … was) that hinder comprehension.

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 3 in all qualities.
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Anchor Paper – Question 28 – Level 3 – C
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Anchor Level 3 – C
Quality
The response:
Meaning

Development

Organization
Language Use

Conventions

Commentary

Provides a simple interpretation of the critical lens that suggests some criteria for analysis (Many
times in literaucter things are Taken from the world that you cant get Back). The response makes
superficial connections between the criteria and Of Mice and Men (once you Take something on an
emotinal Level you can never get back to the same way) and The Crucible (when you Take
somebody’s innocents it effects the whole Town).
Is incomplete and largely undeveloped. The response hints at the idea that the taking of a person’s
innocence or life has a major effect on the world, but references to the texts are vague (Lenny Take
the Life of People, and goeorge Take the inocents from Lenny and she wanted him so Bad she was
willing to murder inocent People).
Establishes an appropriate focus on the effect of what we Take from this world. The response
exhibits a rudimentary structure, first addressing the quote, then supplying a separate paragraph for
each text, and finally providing a one-sentence conclusion.
Relies on basic vocabulary that is sometimes imprecise (effect for “affect,” it inflecues your directly,
to for “too”), with little awareness of audience or purpose. The response attempts to vary sentence
structure and length for effect, but with uneven success (another peice of literaucter is “The
Crucible” this shows how when you Take somebody’s innocents it effects the whole Town).
Demonstrates emerging control, exhibiting occasional errors in spelling (inocents, emotinal, peice),
punctuation (cant, world and, “The crucibre” this), grammar (Lenny take, goeorge Take, you handle
thing), and capitalization (Take, another, as) that hinder comprehension.

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 3, although it is somewhat weaker in
development.
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Anchor Paper – Question 28 – Level 2 – A

Anchor Level 2 – A
Quality
The response:
Meaning
Development
Organization
Language Use
Conventions

Commentary

Provides a simple interpretation of the critical lens that suggests some criteria for analysis (I think
this quote means that whether you do good or bad, there are conqences that you gonna pay).
Is incomplete and largely undeveloped. The response hints at ideas, but references to A Raisin in the
Sun are vague (In the end they cheat him off) and there is no discussion of Speak.
Suggests a focus on the idea that everything has a price. The response suggests some organization by
presenting one paragraph that includes an interpretation of the lens followed by brief references to
one text.
Uses language that is imprecise (you gonna pay and they cheat him off). The response reveals little
awareness of how to use sentences to achieve an effect (In the “Raisin in the Sun” Walter is greedy,
only thinks about himself & money).
Demonstrates emerging control, exhibiting occasional errors in punctuation (said “… we, this quote
everything has, and “Speak” In the) and grammar (Two books … is and Walter is greedy, only
thinks) that hinder comprehension.

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 2, although it is somewhat stronger in
meaning and conventions.
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Anchor Paper – Question 28 – Level 2 – B

Anchor Level 2 – B
Quality
The response:
Meaning

Development
Organization
Language Use
Conventions

Commentary

Provides a simple interpretation of the critical lens that suggests some criteria for analysis (Its what
we do that changes everything). The response makes superficial connections between the criteria and
Montana 1948 (the brother … took the life of an natve indian girl … So in the end he payed for what
he did. He killed himself). The response does not use the lens to analyze Fences.
Is incomplete and largely undeveloped. The response hints at the idea that for every acton there is an
equal reaction, but references to Montana 1948 are vague (but he took the convicton that little but
left between his brother and the rest of the family). There is no discussion of Fences.
Suggests a focus (So in the end he payed for what he did) and suggests some organization using
separate paragraphs for an introduction and a discussion of Montana 1948. There is no conclusion.
Uses language that is imprecise (think for “thing,” He took as life, the convicton that little but left).
The response reveals little awareness of how to use sentences to achieve an effect (We recive what
gave).
Demonstrates a lack of control, exhibiting frequent errors in spelling (recive, allways, studnt),
punctuation (Its what we do, Therefor I agree, some – elses but he took), and grammar (what gave,
The characters shows, an natve) that make comprehension difficult.

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 2, although it is somewhat stronger in
meaning.
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Anchor Paper – Question 28 – Level 2 – C

Anchor Level 2 – C
Quality
The response:
Meaning
Development
Organization
Language Use
Conventions

Commentary

Provides a confused interpretation of the critical lens (This mean, we haf to fite for what you want).
The response alludes to the critical lens (Two works … that illstrates this point) but does not use it to
analyze The Great Gatsby or Of Mice and Men.
Is incomplete and largely undeveloped. The response hints at ideas, but references to The Great
Gatsby are vague (He want to rekindal the relationship with Dazy). There is no discussion of
Of Mice and Men.
Suggests a focus by restating the lens (we pay a price for evrything we git) and suggests some
organization. The response introduces the critical lens, refers briefly to one work, and lacks a
conclusion.
Uses language that is imprecise (Montgomery once say and is “the Great Gatsby” F Scott Fitzgerald
which). The response reveals little awareness of how to use sentences to achieve an effect.
Demonstrates a lack of control, exhibiting frequent errors in spelling (evrything, literatur,
detirmend), punctuation (Montgomery once say we pay, Dazy Another work, JD Salinger),
capitalization (the Great Gatsby and Of mice and men), and grammar (This mean, Two works … is,
He want) that make comprehension difficult.

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 2 in all qualities.
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Anchor Paper – Question 28 – Level 1 – A
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Anchor Level 1 – A
Quality
The response:
Meaning
Development
Organization
Language Use

Conventions

Commentary

Provides an incomplete interpretation of the critical lens that does not go beyond a paraphrasing of
the lens itself (Everything in life we do have a price). While the response alludes to the critical lens,
it does not use it to analyze any texts.
Is incomplete and largely undeveloped, hinting at many reasons to agree with the critical lens, but
the explanations are repetitive (can have a good benefit or a concequence, have a good or bad
benefit, can also have a good or bad concequence). The response makes no reference to any texts.
Lacks an appropriate focus on two works of literature but suggests some organization. The response
introduces the critical lens, agrees with it, lists in three single-sentence paragraphs the reasons for
agreement with the lens, and provides a one-sentence conclusion.
Relies on basic vocabulary, with little awareness of audience or purpose. The response exhibits some
attempt to vary sentence structure and length for effect, but with uneven success (The Third and final
reason is that if people hang out with the good or bad crowd of people can also have a good or bad
concequence).
Demonstrates emerging control, exhibiting errors in spelling (concequence) and agreement
(Everything … have and everybodies lifes). The omission of subjects in the sentences presenting the
second and third reasons hinders comprehension.

Conclusion: Although, the response fits the criteria for Levels 2 and 3, it remains at Level 1 because
the response makes no reference to any text.
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Anchor Paper – Question 28 – Level 1 – B

Anchor Level 1 – B
Quality
The response:
Meaning
Development
Organization
Language Use
Conventions

Commentary

The response alludes to the critical lens (I agree with this quote), but reflects no analysis of any texts.
Is minimal, with no evidence of development.
Shows no focus or organization.
Is minimal.
Is minimal, making assessment of conventions unreliable.

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 1 in all qualities.
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Question 28 – Practice Paper – A
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Question 28 – Practice Paper – A
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Question 28 – Practice Paper – B
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Question 28 – Practice Paper – C
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Question 28 – Practice Paper – C
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Question 28 – Practice Paper – D
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Question 28 – Practice Paper – E
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Question 28 – Practice Paper – E
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Practice Paper A–Score Level 4

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 4 in all qualities.

Practice Paper B–Score Level 2

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 2 in all qualities.

Practice Paper C–Score Level 5

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 5, although it is somewhat weaker in
conventions.

Practice Paper D–Score Level 3

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 3 in all qualities.

Practice Paper E–Score Level 4

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 4 in all qualities.

Map to Core Curriculum
The table below shows which core performance indicator or standard and key idea each item is aligned to.
The numbers in the table represent the question numbers of the examination.

Listening

Core Performance
Indicators
7

Reading

17, 18

10, 12, 19

11, 15, 23, 25

9, 13, 14, 16,
20, 21, 22, 24

Writing

26, 27, 28

26, 27, 28

26, 27, 28

26, 28
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Standard 1

Standard 2

Standard 3

8

4, 5, 6

1, 2, 3
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The Chart for Determining the Final Examination Score for the August 2011 Regents
Comprehensive Examination in English will be posted on the Department’s web site
at: http://www.p12.nysed.gov/apda/ on Wednesday, August 17, 2011. Conversion charts
provided for previous administrations of the Regents Comprehensive Examination in
English must NOT be used to determine students’ final scores for this administration.

Online Submission of Teacher Evaluations of the Test to the Department
Suggestions and feedback from teachers provide an important contribution to the test development
process. The Department provides an online evaluation form for State assessments. It contains spaces for
teachers to respond to several specific questions and to make suggestions. Instructions for completing the
evaluation form are as follows:
1. Go to http://www.forms2.nysed.gov/emsc/osa/exameval/reexameval.cfm.
2. Select the test title.
3. Complete the required demographic fields.
4. Complete each evaluation question and provide comments in the space provided.
5. Click the SUBMIT button at the bottom of the page to submit the completed form.
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